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1 INTRODUCTION

The UTR-300 reactor at the Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre was based
on the original Argonaut design with two aluminium core tanks set in a graphite reflector
each containing six fuel elements cooled and moderated by water flowing up through the
tanks in a closed primary circuit. The fuel plates in the original 13-plate elements were
uranium oxide-alurninium with a 22g loading of 90% I" U. After 7 years of operation at
1 OOkW (1 kW average), the maximum power was increased to OkW 3OkW average)
and, in order to maintain the operational excess reactivity, it was necessary to add another
plate to each element progressively over the years until they all contained 14 plates. These
extra plates were uranium metal-aluminium with 24.5g of 90% 231U . No further
modification of the elements was possible and so, with reactivity steadily decreasing, and
for a variety of other reasons, a decision was taken to cease operation in September 1995.

This paper describes the procedures whereby the fuel was unloaded from the core into a
UNIFETCH flask equipped with a specially designed rotating gamma ray shield and then
transported in two separate loads to Dounreay for reprocessing.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The operation was carried out as a plant modification in compliance with an arrangement
made against one of the site licence conditions and was assessed in terms of safety as a
category modification, having major significance. Such a modification requires a proposal
containing a detailed safety case which, after consideration both by the SURRC Nuclear
Safety Committee and by an independent consultant, is submitted to the Nuclear
Installations nspectorate Nil). Depending upon the response from N work may proceed
immediately or must not proceed without an agreement from N issued in the form of a
licence instrument. In the latter case, 'hold points' usually have to be identified beyond
which work may not proceed without the further agreement of Nil.

During annual maintenance the fuel is routinely transferred into shielded storage pits in the
floor of the reactor hall by means of a transfer flask, which holds one element, and it was
decided that the loading into the LINIFETCH flask would be carried out in two stages, from
the core to the storage pits and from there to the LINIFETCH. This meant that the fuel
could be kept in the reactor from shut-down until the transfer with the core ventillation
running continuously and the fuel tanks dry. Also, the safety case for transfer to the
UNIFETCH from the pits was simpler than it would have been for transfer directly from the
core.
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2a. FISPIN Calculation

Doses from both shielded and unshielded fuel elements constituted an important aspect of
the safety case and the activity of'the fuel was therefore calculated at AEA Winfrith by
means of the FISPIN code. The calculation was performed with a value of neutron flux
modified by the duty cycle of the reactor O hours per week) and it is interesting to note
that this gives an erroneous value for the activity at shutdown of fission (or activation)
products with half-lives much less than the 'on' period of the duty cycle 6 hours) since
they will saturate at a value corresponding to the true neutron flux. The effect is evidently
a function of the half-life of the species and a detailed calculation shows that for our duty
cycle it can be ignored for half-lives in excess of a few days.
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FIGURE 1

2b. Design of the UNIFETCH basket and rotary shield

The UNIFETCH flask is usually loaded and unloaded under water but, since there is no fuel
pond on site, it was necessary to do a dry loading through the specially designed shielding
arrangement shown in Figure 1. This consisted of a basket with six circumferentiaHy
disposed fuel pockets and a blank position. A sewing ring, mounted on a ratchet ring,
supported a rotating hub (capable of rotating in one direction only) to which was attached
a shield with a single hole in it matching the size of the fuel pocket. The idea was to lower
one fuel element at a time from the SURRC transfer flask into each of the six pockets by
rotating the shield, ending up with the hole over the blank position and the six elements
shielded. To reduce the V-flash as the element passed from the transfer flask to the
UNIFETCH basket, a further shield with a 25mm deep 'footprint' of the transfer flask was
mounted on top of the primary rotating shield. The position of a dowel pin on the primary
shield relative to the fixed wail of the UNIFETCH flask was marked with adhesive tape for
each of the six positions, and the blank, and this same dowel pin served to locate the top
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shield. A much more precise alignment was necessary when loading fuel and this was
provided by a spring plunger which dropped down through both shields to engage the
ratchet ring when the holes were aligned. A locking bar was also engaged in the ratchet
ring when a fuel element was being transferred. The shield, carrying the transfer flask,
was always rotated to the next position before the flask was removed so that the elements
which had already been loaded were shielded at all times (Figure 2.

FIGURE 2

2c. The safety case

This was produced by AEA Technology and consisted of a combined preliminary safety
report, pre-commissioning safety report and pre-commencement safety report containing
a hazard identification (hazops) study. It was backed by a quality plan, detailed operating
instructions for the various tasks involved and a criticality calculation.

2d. Precommissioning Trials

The UNIFETCH flask equipped with the basket and shields was brought to SLIRRC two
months before the date proposed for the transfer of active elements and the entire
procedure, including the erection of scaffolding around the low loader carrying the

UNIFETCH, was tested by transferring two dummy elements from the storage pits to the

UNIFETCH. The transfer of fuel elements from the core to the foor was performed

routinely by SURRC staff according to documented procedures and lay outside the safety

case. The division of labour between SURRC and AEA staff was based upon past
experience: all operations involving the SURRC transfer flask were undertaken by SURRC

staff whereas the UNIFETCH was handled by AEA staff. It was possible to maintain this

practice even when the two flasks were mated during the transfer of a fuel element.

Tests were carried out with a 1 GBq 60CO source in the fuel pockets to ensure that there

were no shine paths between the basket and the rotating shields. There was no evidence

of scattered radiation and calculations of the dose rate in the pockets adjacent to the one

containing the source agreed well with the measurements. This in tu rn gave confidence
in the estimated dose rates arising from the fuel elements.
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3. HEALTH PHYSICS CONSIDERATIONS AND RADIATION DOSES

The FISPIN output was used in conjunction with shielding calculations to give dose
assessments based on the estimated time required to perform each task in the appropriate
radiation field. These times were largely derived from the experience gained from fuel
manipulations at SURRC over more than 30 years with the same equipment. The
maximum calculated whole body dose during the transfer of 6 elements was 239/JSv and
a dose restraint objective of 250,uSv for 6 elements was set. Area dose monitoring was
provided by background gamma monitoring equipment in the reactor hall, neutron dose rate
monitors, hand held gamma monitors and an air sampler. All operational staff were fitted
with whole body thermoluminescent FLD) and digital dosimeters and finger and head
TLDs. TheSURRCoperatorresponsibleforraisingandloweringfuelelementsandtheAEA
operator responsible for rotating the shield were issued with ankle TI-Ds in order to record
any dose arising from movement of the fuel across possible interface gaps. The
emergency arrangements required for compliance with the site licence were tested by NII
in an inspected exercise involving the local fire brigade. Local HP rules were written for
compliance with IRRs. The transfer of fuel from the core to the storage pits was not
included in the dose budget and the doses received in this operation (for 6 elements) are
shown in Table .

Whole Body Dose ISv) Wrist Ankle

SURRC Op 1 24 110 58
SURRC Op 2 9 - -
SURRC RPS 1 1
SURRC RPA 18

TABLE 

Doses recorded during transfer of the same 6 elements from the pit to the UNIFETCH are
shown in Table 2.

Whole Body Dose /Sv) Calculated ISv)

SURRC Op 1 9 194
SURRC Op 2 6 -
SURRC RPS 5 194
SURRC RPA 3 -
AEA Op 1 1 1 163
AEA Op 2 4 163
AEA Project Manager 4 163
AEA HP 4 153
AEA RPA 2 153

TABLE 2

4. CONCLUSIONS

The operation was successfully completed and doses were well within the restraint
objective. The difference between the measured and calculated values arose from a longer
cooling time than was assumed in the safety case (the activity was roughly half), from
overestimates of the time required for execution of the various tasks and from uncertainties
in the shielding calculations.
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